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Abst rac t - - In  this paper we consider the problem of finding approximate solutions to large linear 
systems by using general matrix-vector information. Traub and Wo~niakowski have proved that the 
minimal residual algorithm is "almost strongly optimal" for any orthogonally invariant class of matri- 
ces when Krylov information is used. We prove that minimal residual algorithm is no longer optimal 
when general matrix-vector information is considered instead of Krylov information. Moreover, we 
analyze for which classes of matrices minimal residual algorithm preserves its optimality also for 
general matrix-vector information. We prove that for particular classes of matrices, including sym- 
metric matrices, symmetric positive definite matrices, and matrices with bounded condition umber, 
minimal residual algorithm is "strongly optimal" regardless of the information considered. 
Keywords - -Large  linear systems, Krylov subspaces, Minimal residual algorithm, Information 
based complexity. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
We consider the problem of finding approximate solutions to large linear systems Ax -- b, by 
using general matrix-vector information. That  is, we assume that  we have a machine J~A which 
takes as input a vector z E R n and returns Az as output. All we know about the matrix A is the 
information gathered by using ./~A and the fact that A belongs to a certain class C of matrices. 
The vector b is completely known. For related works in this area, see [1-5]. 
An example of matrix-vector information is the so-called Krylov information which is defined 
by 
grk(A, b) = [b, Ab, A2b,..., Akb]. 
Given a threshold e, we seek an algorithm that computes an e-approximation by performing 
the minimum number of matrix-vector multiplications, and we call this "optimal" algorithm. 
In [5], Traub and Wolniakowski have considered Krylov information for the classes of orthog- 
onally invariant matrices. They have proved that in this setting the minimal residual algorithm 
(mr  algorithm from now) is within at most one matrix-vector multiplication of the optimal algo- 
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rithm. Examples of orthogonally invariant matrices are symmetric matrices, symmetric positive 
definite matrices, matrices with bounded condition number, and the intersections of the above 
classes. 
We prove that the mr  algorithm is no longer optimal when general matrix-vector information 
is considered instead of Krylov information. That is, there exist orthogonally invariant classes of 
matrices and information operators for which, in order to compute an e-approximation, we have 
that the mr  algorithm requires n vectors of information, where n is the size of the matrix, while 
trivial algorithms require 0 vectors of information. 
We analyze for which classes of matrices the mr  algorithm preserves its optimality also for 
general matrix-vector information. We prove that for particular classes of matrices, including 
symmetric matrices, symmetric positive definite matrices, and matrices with bounded condi- 
tion number, the mr  algorithm achieves an e-approximation by using the minimum number of 
information vectors, regardless of the information considered. 
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we introduce the notion of optimal 
and strongly optimal algorithm, and we recall some other basic definitions. In Section 3, we 
show that there exist orthogonally invariant classes of matrices and information operators for 
which the mr  algorithm is not optimal. In Section 4, we prove that for some classes of matrices 
the minimal residual algorithm is optimal regardless of the information operator used. Section 5 
contains conclusions and some open problems. 
2.  BAS IC  CONCEPTS 
Let C be a nonempty set of n x n nonsingular real matrices. Let b be an n x 1 real vector such 
that Hbll = 1. Given a threshold e, 0 < e < 1, for every matrix A E C, we want to find a real 
vector x such that 
ItAx - bll <_ e. 
Such a vector is called an e-approximation. 
In order to find an e-approximation we need to gather information about the matrix A E C and 
the vector b. We shall assume that the vector b is completely known, while to gather information 
on A we introduce the notion of matrix-vector information operator. 
A matrix-vector information operator is defined by 
E k (A,b)  = [b, Z l , . . . , zk ] ,  
where zl  = Ay l , . . . ,  zk -- Ayk ,  and y l , . . . ,  Yk are n x 1 real vectors. Note that Yi may depend 
on Z l , . . .  , z i -1 .  
An example of matrix-vector information is the so called Krylov information. Krylov informa- 
tion is obtained by setting 
Yl = b . . . .  ,Yi = Ay i -1 , . . . , yk  = Ayk-1 .  
We want to design an algorithm ¢ which takes as input E(A ,  b) and computes an e-approxima- 
tion x for the linear system Ax = b. 
An algorithm ¢ can be viewed as a sequence of mappings 
~k : E k (C, R n) -~ R n, 
where ~bk takes k + 1 vectors of information as input and provides an approximation xk -- 
¢k(Ek(A ,  b)) to the solution x -= A- lb .  We are interested in the smallest value of k for which 
IIAxk -- bll < e, where I1" II, I1" I1: R n --+ R, is defined by 
Ilxll = x~ , Vx = Ix1,. . .  , x , ]  • R n. 
i=1  
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Since Ek(A, b) is a many-to-one mapping, we have that, in general, there exist many matrices 
belonging to C which share the same information. This means that, for example, there may exist 
two matrices A1 E C and A2 E C such that Ek(A1, b) = Ek(A2, b). Let 
Z-k(Yk) = {(A,b) : Ek(A,b) = Yk, A e C, Ilbll = 1}. 
If all we know about a certain problem instance (A, b) is the information Yk gathered by using 
the information operator E k and the a priori information that A E C, then all the elements 
of E-k(Yk) are indistinguishable from (A, b). We conclude that any algorithm ¢ which takes 
information Yk as input cannot uniquely determine which problem it is trying to approximate. 
For this reason, we introduce the notion of matrix index. The matrix index is defined by 
The matrix index is the smallest value of k for which the algorithm ¢ on input Yk computes an 
e-approximation for every problem instance (A, b) which shares the information Yk. 
We define the class index as follows: 
m(¢,E,C) = max {m(¢,E,(A,b)),  A e C, Hbll = 1}. 
The class index measures the maximum number of steps required for finding an e-approximation 
for the hardest problem of the class C. We want to find an algorithm ¢ which minimizes the 
class index or, even better, which minimizes all the matrix indices. 
Let 
m (E, (A,b)) = m~n {m (¢, E, (A,b))} 
be the optimal matrix index and 
m(E, C) = max ~m (E, (A, b)), A e C, Ilbll -- 1} 
(A ,b )  - 
be the optimal class index. We say that an algorithm ¢ is strongly optimal if 
m (¢, E, (A, b)) = m (E, (A, b)), V(A, b), 
while an algorithm ¢ is optimal if 
m(¢, E, C) = m(E, C). 
In an analogous way we define the notion of almost strongly optimal and almost optimal algorithm. 
An algorithm ~ is almost strongly optimal if 
m (¢, E, (A, b)) < m (E, (A, b)) + c, V(A, b), 
while an algorithm ¢ is almost optimal if 
m(¢, E, C) <_ m( E, C) + c, 
for some fixed constant c. 
Before stating our results, we need to recall two other concepts. The first one is orthogonal 
invariance. We say that a class of matrices C is orthogonally invariant if and only if 
AEC~QTAQEC,  VQ: QTQ=I .  
We now recall the definition of the mr algorithm. Let Ek(A,b) = [b, Ayl, . . . .  Ayk] be any 
mr matrix-vector information operator. The mr  algorithm, ¢mr = {¢k }, is defined by 
¢,~r (Ek(A, b)) = { 0 if k = 0 
~1yl + "" + AkYk if k > 0 
where A1 . . . . .  Ak are chosen to minimize the residual function 
r(~l,. . .  ,)~k) = lib- [)~IAyl + ' "  + ~kAYk]ll • 
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3. ON THE NONOPTIMAL ITY  OF THE MR ALGORITHM 
In this section we show two simple examples of orthogonally invariant classes of matrices for 
which the mr  algorithm is not optimal when general matrix-vector information operators are 
considered instead of Krylov information. In [5], Traub and Wolniakowski have shown that for 
certain classes of matrices which are not orthogonally invariant, the mr  algorithm is not optimal. 
Here, we still consider orthogonally invariant classes of matrices, but we assume to use more 
general information operators. 
THEOREM 1. Let C be the following set of n x n matrices: 
C = {AI : A E R, A # 0}, 
and 
F- -  {(A,b): A E C, b E R", [[b[[ = 1}. 
Then for any problem instance (A, b) E F, there exists an information operator I such that 
m(¢mr,E, (A,b))  =n.  
Moreover, there exists an algorithm ¢ such that 
m(¢, E, C) -- 1. 
PROOF. Consider an arbitrary problem instance (A, b) E F. Now choose n -  1 real vectors 
Y l , . . . ,  Yn-1 such that (b, Yi) . . . . .  (b, Yn-1) = 0 and take the information operator 
En- i (A,  b) = [b, Ay l , . . . ,  Ayn-1]. 
The mr  algorithm will output the solution x -- [0,. . . ,  0]. As a consequence, the error is given 
by [[b[[ = 1. 
Let Ax = AI and b = [bl . . . . .  b,~]. Consider the following algorithm: 
¢: 
Co l lec t  in fo rmat ion  [b,A~z], where 
Z = [Zl . . . .  ,Zn] • [0 , . . . ,0 ]  
Compute A ---- (Axz) j /z j ,  fo r  zj # 0. 
Output x=[b l / )h . . . ,bn /A]  
One can readily verify that ¢ computes the exact solution. Moreover, it takes only one infor- 
mation vector as input. | 
We now give another orthogonally invariant class of matrices for which the mr  algorithm is 
not optimal. 
THEOREM 2. 
where 
Consider the set 
Let C be the following set of n x n matrices: 
C = {QTI~Q : QTQ = QQT = I} ,  
L = 
l+e 0 .-- O) 
0 1 °'o " 
. , o 
" °  " "  0 
0 .-. 0 1 
F = {(A,b): A E C, b E R n, Ilbll = 1}. 
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Then, for any problem instance (A, b) • F, there exists an information operator I such that 
m(¢mr, E,(A,b)) =n 
and there ex/sts an algorithm ¢ such that 
re(C, E, C) = 0. 
PROOF. Consider now an arbitrary problem instance (A, b) • F. Now choose n - 1 real vectors 
Y i , . . . ,  Yn-1 such that (b, Ayi) . . . . .  (b, Ayn- i)  = 0 and take the information operator 
En- I (A,  b) = [b, Ay i , . . . ,  Ayn-i].  
The mr  algorithm will output the solution x = [0,. . . ,  0]. As a consequence, the error is given 
by Ilbl] = 1. 
Consider now the following trivial algorithm: 
¢: 
Output b 
We can evaluate the error of ¢ on a generic input (QTIeQ, b). 
IIQ sz~Qb - hi[ = IIQ s (I, Qb - Qb)I I 
_< [IQ I l l .  III~Qb - Qb[[ 
<_ H(I~ - I)Qbl[ 
<_ IIz~ - I l l .  IlQbll 
_< IIz~ - Ill 
<~.  
Note that Theorem 2 holds not only for the specific I~, but also for any matrix I¢ such that 
[[I~ - I[[ _< e. 
4. ON THE OPT IMAL ITY  OF THE MR ALGORITHM 
In this section, we introduce some classes of matrices for which the mr  algorithm, no mat- 
ter which matrix-vector information is used, preserves its strong optimality. Example of such 
classes are symmetric matrices, symmetric positive definite matrices, and matrices with bounded 
condition number, but not their intersection. 
THEOREM 3. Let I be any information operator based on matrix-vector multiplications, and C 
be a set of nonsingular n x n matrices which satisfies at least one of the following two properties. 
(1) 
(2) 
Let 
A • C ~ A( I  - 2o)w T) • C, VA • C, Vw • R n, I1~11 = i. 
A • C ~ (A + Ol~OJ T) • C, VA • C, Vw • R n, Ilwll = i, w • R +. 
F = {(A,b): A E C, b E R n, tlbl[ = 1}. 
Then, for any algorithm ¢, we have 
ra(¢mr,E,(A,b)) <_ m(¢ ,E , (A ,b ) ) ,  V(A, b) E F. 
PROOF. Let (A, b) be an element of F and ¢ be any algorithm which takes information E(A, b) = 
[b, Ay i , . . .  ,Aym] as input. Let m = m(¢,E,  (A,b)). This means that for any A E C such that 
E(A, b) -- E(A, b), we have 
Axm - b < e, 
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where x,,, denotes the solution provided by ¢ on input Ay l , . . . ,  Aym. Let S1 ---- span (Y l , . . - ,  Ym) 
be the linear space which consists of all the linear combination of the vectors Yl .. •, Ym- Let 
$2 = {v • R n : (v,w} = O, Vw • $1} be the linear space orthogonal to $1. We write xm in a 
unique way as 
Xrn  ~ Z l  "4- Z2, 
where zl • $1 and z2 • $2. Define the vector w • R n as follows: 
Z2 
i f z :  #0 
= (1) o) 
t 0 i f  z :  = 0. 
Note that 
{w, Yi) = 0, Vi = 1, 2 , . . . ,  m. 
• Assume that F satisfies property (1). Let Q = I - 2ww T. We now show that E(AQ,  b) = 
E(A ,  b). In fact, by equation (1) we have 
(AQ)y~ = A ( I  - 2ww T) Yi = Ayi, Vi = 1, 2 , . . . ,  m. 
Since E(AQ,  b) = E(A ,  b), ¢ must provide the same solution xm both for (AQ, b) and for 
(A, b). Moreover, we know from the hypothesis that  IIAxm - bII < e and IIAQxm - bll < e. 
But 
IIAQx,n - bll = IIAQ (Zl -}- z2) --  bll 
-~-- []A ( I  - 2o)w T) (Zl --]- z2) - b[[ 
= IIAZl - Az2 - bll. 
Since IIAZl - Az2 - bit < e and IIAzl + Az2 - bll < e, we deduce that 
1 
IIAZl - bll _< ~ (llAZl - Az2 - bll + IIAZl + Az2 - bll) < e. 
Let Xm r be the solution provided by Cmr on input Ay l , . . . ,  Aym. Since Zl E S1, from the 
definition of the mr  algorithm we have 
IIAx  r - bll < I IAz l  - bll < 
Since ¢ is an arbitrary algorithm and (A, b) is an arbitrary problem instance, we have 
m (¢mr, E,  (A, b)) <_ m (¢, E, (A, b)), V(A, b) • F. 
• Assume now that F satisfies property (2). Let Q = I + aA- tww T. We now show that 
E(AQ,  b) = E(A ,  b). In fact, by equation (1), we have 
(AQ)y~ = (A + aww T) yi = Aye, Vi = 1 ,2 , . . . ,  m. 
Since E(AQ,  b) = E(A ,  b), ¢ must provide the same solution x,~ both for (AQ, b) and for 
(A, b). Moreover, we know from the hypothesis that IIAQxm - b[I < e. But 
[[AQxm - b[[ = [[ (A + o~ww T)  (Zl  -[- z2)  - b[[ 
= IIAxm - b + az21[. 
Since a in an arbitrary positive real number, we conclude that z2 = 0 and then the thesis 
follows. | 
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5. CONCLUSIONS AND OPEN PROBLEMS 
We have proved that the mr algorithm is no longer optimal for classes of orthogonally in- 
variant classes of matrices when general matrix-vector information operators are used instead 
of Krylov information. Then we have characterized some classes of matrices for which the mr 
algorithm preserves its strong optimality, regardless of the information considered. Examples of 
such classes include many of practical interest such as symmetric matrices, symmetric positive 
definite matrices, and matrices with bounded condition number, but not their intersections. 
It would be interesting to exactly understand for which classes of matrices the mr algorithm 
is (strongly) optimal independently of the particular information used. Conversely, it would 
be of interest also to investigate the (strong) optimality of matrix-vector information operators 
independently of the particular algorithm used. 
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